You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BOSCH PLR 25. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the BOSCH PLR 25 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Never make warning labels on the measuring tool unrecognisable. sAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS. Caution The use of other operating or adjusting
equipment or the application of other processing methods than those mentioned here, can lead to dangerous radiation exposure. The measuring tool is
delivered with a warning label in German language (marked with the number 13 in the representation of the measuring tool on the graphic page). Before
putting into operation for the first time, attach the supplied sticker in your national language over the German text on the warning label. Do not direct the
laser beam at persons or animals and do not stare into the laser beam yourself. This measuring tool produces laser class 2 laser radiation according to IEC
60825-1. This can lead to persons being blinded. Do not use the laser viewing glasses as safety goggles. The laser viewing glasses are used for improved
visualisation of the laser beam, but they do not protect against laser radiation.
Do not use the laser viewing glasses as sun glasses or in traffic. The laser viewing glasses do not afford complete UV protection and reduce colour
perception. Have the measuring tool repaired only through qualified specialists using original spare parts. This ensures that the safety of the measuring tool
is maintained. Do not allow children to use the laser measuring tool without supervision.
They could unintentionally blind other persons or themselves. @@@@@@@@A) The working range increases depending on how well the laser light is
reflected from the surface of the target (scattered, not reflective) and with increased brightness of the laser point to the ambient light intensity (interior spaces,
twilight). When measuring outdoors at intense sunlight), it may be necessary to use the target plate. 05 mm/m must be taken into account. c) In the continuous
measurement function , the maximum operating temperature is +40 °C.
D) Fewer measurements are possible when using 1. Please observe the article number on the type plate of your measuring tool. The trade names of the
individual measuring tools may vary. The measuring tool can be clearly identified with the serial number 18 on the type plate. Fewer measurements are
possible when using 1. When inserting, pay attention to the correct polarity according to the representation on the inside of the battery compartment. When
the battery symbol appears for the first time on the display, at least 100 measurements are still possible. When the battery symbol flashes, the
batteries/rechargeable batteries must be replaced; measurements are no longer possible. replace all batteries/rechargeable batteries at the same time. Do not
use different brands or types of batteries/rechargeable batteries together.
Remove the batteries/rechargeable batteries from the measuring tool when not using it for longer periods. When storing for longer periods, the
batteries/rechargeable batteries can corrode and discharge themselves. Protect the measuring tool against moisture and direct sun irradiation. do not subject
the measuring tool to extreme temperatures or variations in temperature. As an example, do not leave it in vehicles for longer periods. In case of large
variations in temperature, allow the measuring tool to adjust to the ambient temperature before putting it into operation. in case of extreme temperatures or
variations in temperature , the accuracy of the measuring tool can be impaired. Avoid heavy impact to or falling down of the measuring tool. After severe
exterior effects to the measuring tool, it is recommended to carry out an accuracy check (see "Accuracy Check of the Measuring Tool", page 29) each time
before continuing to work. When switching on the measuring tool, the laser beam is not switched on yet.
To switch off the measuring tool, press the On/Off button 1 for a few seconds. If none of the measuring tool buttons are pressed for approx. 5 minutes, the
measuring tool switches off automatically in order to extend the service life of the battery. when a measured value has been stored , it is retained in automatic
switch-off mode. When switching on the measuring tool again, "M" is indicated in the display.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ aim the laser beam at the target surface. Push the measuring button 9 again to initiate the measurement. @@@@ the end of
the measurement is indicated by a signal tone. @@When no measurement has taken place approx. @@@@ g.
When placing against a wall), The front measuring-tool edge (e. g. When measuring onward from a table edge). @@@@@@ the measured value is
indicated at the bottom in the display. Area Measurement For area measurements, push button 5. @@@@The laser beam remains switched on between all
three measurements. @@@@@@@@@@Move the measuring tool until the required distance value is indicated at the bottom of the display. The
continuous measuring can also be ended by pushing the buttons 6, 5 or 10 which changes the measuring function. When switching off the measuring tool, the
value in the memory is retained. Storing/Adding Measured Values Push the memory add button 4 in order to store the current measured value a length, area
or volume value, depending on the current measuring function.
As soon as a value has been stored, "M" is indicated in the display and the "+" behind it briefly flashes. If a value is already stored in the memory, the new
value is added to the memory contents, however, only when the measures of unit correspond. As an example, when an area value is in the memory and the
current measured value is a volume value, the addition cannot take place. 26 | English Subtracting Measured Values Push the memory subtraction button 3 in
order to subtract the current measured value from the memory value. As soon as a value has been subtracted, "M" is indicated in the display and the ""
behind it briefly flashes. If a value is already stored in the memory, the new measured value can be subtracted only when the measures of unit correspond (see
"Storing/Adding Measured Values"). Displaying the Stored Value Push the memory retrieve button 11 in order to display the value stored in the memory.
"M=" is indicated in the display. When the memory contents "M=" is indicated in the display, it can be doubled by pushing the memory add button 4 or set to
zero by pushing the memory subtract button 3. Deleting the Memory To delete the memory contents, first push the memory retrieve button 11, so that "M=" is
indicated in the display.
Then briefly press button 1; "M" is no longer indicated in the display. General Information The reception lens 17 and the laser beam outlet 16 must not be
covered when taking a measurement. The measuring tool must not be moved while taking a measurement (with the exception of the continuous measurement
function). Therefore, place the measuring tool, as far as this is possible, against or on the measuring points. Measurement takes place at the centre of the
laser beam, even when target surfaces are sighted at an incline.
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Influence Effects on the Measuring Range The measuring range depends upon the light conditions and the reflection properties of the target surface.
@@@@@@@@Sighting with the Alingment Aid (see figure D) With the alignment aid 8, sighting over larger distances is a lot easier. For this, look
alongside the aligning aid on the top side of the measuring tool. The laser beam runs parallel to this line of sight. Cause Corrective Measure Temperature
warning indicator (c) flashing; measurement not possible The measuring tool is outside Wait until the measuring tool the operating temperature has reached
the operating range from 10 °C to + 50 °C temperature (in the function continuous measurement up to +40 °C).
Battery low indicator (b) appears Battery voltage decreasing (measurement still possible) Battery voltage too low Replace batteries/ rechargeable batteries
Replace batteries/ rechargeable batteries Battery low indicator (b) flashing; measurement not possible Cause The angle between the laser beam and the
target is too acute. Corrective Measure Enlargen the angle between the laser beam and the target The target surface reflects Work with the laser target too
intensely (e. Black fabric), or the ambient light is tooquot;M=" Knapp för kontinuerlig mätning Laservarningsskylt Spärr på batterifackets lock Batterifackets
lock Laserstrålens utgång Mottagarlins Serienummer Lasersiktglasögon* Lasermåltavla* Skyddsfodral Orsak Mätverktygets drifttemperatur ligger utanför
intervallet 10 °C till + 50 °C (vid funktionen kontinuerlig mätning till + 40 °C). .
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